
How to join YTS?
Yes to Sustainability is a network of young people and youth workers
whose aim is to open the doors of ecovillages and sustainable initiatives in
Europe to young people and create transformative learning opportunities.
If you feel close to the network and its vision and mission, you can decide
to make your Youth Exchange become part of Yes to Sustainability.
To be eligible to join Yes to Sustainability, your project needs to fulfil ALL
these conditions:

● At least one of the project organisers is a resident of an ecovillage or
was a participant in a previous YTS project

● The project’s topic is related to at least one of the dimensions of
sustainability

● The project uses the YTS logo and visual identity for dissemination
● The project is added to the YTS website including the  call for

participants and a short article about the project. During the project
there is a presentation of YTS and participants are invited to join YTS
facebook group for networking

● After the project, collect consent from those who want to keep in
touch to store their data (name and email) using the
YTS form

● If the project is approved, donate 100-500€ from your project budget
to Yes to Sustainability to support the network

If you want to make your project part of Yes to Sustainability, send an email
to yestosustainability@gmail.com and attach a complete Project ID Card.
The YTS Team will come back to you with all the relevant documents and
links that you will need to follow-up on your membership.

Yes to Sustainability is not a network of organisations. This means that a
project can become part of the network independently from individuals
and organisations collaborating in it. At the same time, this leaves the
possibility open for individuals and organisations to have some other
projects outside of the network.

Please keep in mind that the network is based on trust relationships. You
will be entrusted with resources that have been created with the voluntary
work of a lot of people, and you will be expected not to share them outside
of the network.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HApEwSo5O1iyZ8HLMOeFMU-ZTjrX_6bN/view?usp=share_link
mailto:yestosustainability@gmail.com
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19iAmnHag2x_WC_jN8ZRL4gnvhcML6Rh8hy4EEQjsdvA/edit?usp=sharing

